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About ULI

The Urban Land Institute is a global,  

member-driven organization comprising more 

than 40,000 real estate and urban  

development professionals dedicated to 

advancing the Institute’s mission of providing 

leadership in the responsible use of land and 

in creating and sustaining thriving communities 

worldwide. 

ULI’s interdisciplinary membership represents 

all aspects of the industry, including developers, 

property owners, investors, architects, urban 

planners, public officials, real estate brokers, 

appraisers, attorneys, engineers, financiers,  

and academics. Established in 1936, the  

Institute has a presence in the Americas, 

Europe, and Asia Pacific regions, with  

members in 76 countries. 

The extraordinary impact that ULI makes on 

land use decision making is based on its  

members sharing expertise on a variety of f 

actors affecting the built environment,  

including urbanization, demographic and 

population changes, new economic drivers, 

technology advancements, and environmental 

concerns. 

Peer-to-peer learning is achieved through the 

knowledge shared by members at thousands  

of convenings each year that reinforce ULI’s 

position as a global authority on land use and 

real estate. In 2017 alone, more than 1,900 

events were held in about 290 cities around 

the world. 

Drawing on the work of its members, the  

Institute recognizes and shares best practices 

in urban design and development for the  

benefit of communities around the globe. 

More information is available at uli.org.  

Follow ULI on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,  

and Instagram. 

ULI has been active in Europe since the early 

1990s and today has more than 3,000  

members across 27 countries. It has a  

particularly strong presence in the major Europe 

real estate markets of the UK, Germany, France, 

and the Netherlands, but is also active in 

emerging markets such as Turkey and Poland.
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Foreword

ULI is pleased to publish this research report analysing the international competitiveness of Milan and Turin, two of Italy’s major cities. The report is 

launched at ULI Italy’s inaugural Annual Conference, themed around competitive cities.

The challenge of developing and maintaining a competitive edge is of importance for cities around the world. In Italy, this issue is framed by distinct  

pressures and challenges posed by the country’s history and strategic role in Europe. In some sectors, such as the creative and innovation sectors,  

businesses and talent have become increasingly mobile and attracted to cities that offer both liveability and innovation. At the same time, investors focus 

exclusively on cities. In this context, competition amongst cities for investment and talent is significant. Based on ULI’s longstanding research focused on 

cities, we have developed a framework to assess the competitiveness of cities, addressing a variety of factors ranging from the governance framework and 

regulatory issues to softer issues, such as liveability and social integration.

This report reviews the key competitive strengths and weaknesses of Milan and Turin and makes a series of concrete recommendations. These will be  

useful to all those in the public and private sectors who wish to take action to enhance the competitiveness of these two cities. 

We hope you will enjoy reading this report and that it will increase awareness of the issues surrounding the competitiveness of Milan and Turin, and  

cities more broadly.

Giancarlo Scotti  Lisette van Doorn
Chair, ULI Italy  Chief Executive Officer, ULI Europe
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Executive Summary

This report assesses the competitiveness of 

Milan and Turin from a global perspective and 

offers recommendations for how the cities can 

adapt to become more competitive.

It is based on research carried out by ULI in 

autumn 2017 that included workshops with 

ULI members and other public and private 

sector leaders in Milan and Turin, interviews 

with Italian urban specialists, and a review of 

the two cities against recognised measures of 

international performance. In addition to this 

report, the research produced two detailed 

case studies of the competitiveness of the two 

cities. The report and the two case studies are 

intended to be read together.

In assessing the competitiveness of Milan 

and Turin, this report uses a framework that 

consists of four main elements:

•	 governance	framework
•	 competitive	climate
•	 agglomeration
•	 attractiveness	to	talent
 

The findings regarding Milan and Turin’s  

competitive strengths and weaknesses  

according to this framework – with a strong  

focus on the metropolitan and regional  

dimension of competitiveness – are  

summarised in figures 1 and 2. The areas in 

which the cities rate above average are their 

competitive strengths; those where they rate 

below average are areas where it is imperative 

that they improve.

Governance framework

Vision, strategy, and 
coordination

Land use, planning system, 
and density

Infrastructure and services

Competitive climate

Costs and business 
investment

Tax and regulatory framework

Political risks

Agglomeration

Size and scale of internal 
market

Clustered specialisations

Institutional engagement

Attractiveness to talent

Human capital, liveability, and 
opportunity

Innovation, technology, 
and enterprise

Brand, identity, and destination
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Competitive threats

• A fragmented governance system with 

many municipalities that makes it hard to 

mount visionary strategic planning and leads 

to competing land uses, a slower pace of 

change, a limited scale of initiative, and 

unequal outcomes. 

• Perceptions that the quality of life lags 
behind that of its peers in northern Europe 

because of real and perceived disadvantages 

in terms of congestion, pollution and access 

from the outskirts to the centre.

• Dis-economies of scale, including high 

costs of transport and public services,  

fragmented clusters, weak co-operation  

between firms and universities, and  

duplicated economic initiatives.

• Mixed international perceptions about the 
costs and risks of doing business, which 

are shaped and informed by Italy’s weak 

business brand and which despite Milan’s 

attractiveness relative to perceptions of Italy, 

require national-level reforms and solutions.2 

Milan’s competitive performance varies  

substantially according to whether the entire 

region or just the city is being measured.  

Illustrating this divergence, figure 1 evaluates 

Milan against European peer cities, but also 

features the relative performance of the  

Milan region. 

Because of its recent cycle of progress, the city 

of Milan performs well in terms of  

infrastructure, and its improved leadership 

means land use and density are increasingly 

competitive. The city also has a strong brand 

and offers economic opportunity and appeal 

for talent compared with the wider region as a 

whole. Conversely, it is at the regional scale that 

the benefits of agglomeration become much 

more apparent. However, in order to address 

the region’s deficits in terms of fragmented 

governance, connectivity, land use, and  

competitive climate, a series of combined 

efforts will be required. As an organised region, 

Milan has clear potential to become one of 

Europe’s most competitive locations.

   Summary	of	findings:	Milan

Milan’s competitiveness and confidence have 

recovered over the past five years. Following 

a period during which other European cities 

moved ahead of it, Milan has now benefited 

from an improved city government, the rapid 

evolution of its knowledge and innovation 

economies, and a succession of public/private 

projects which are now bearing fruit. The city 

is now enjoying a large influx of talent and a 

resurgent visitor economy, and is rebuilding 

and promoting its DNA of design, knowledge, 

innovation, and culture, all underpinned by the 

scale and dynamism of its much wider region – 

Grande Milano, with a population of 8 million.

Competitive advantages

• A highly attractive inner city that is a 

business capital, a centre for technology, 

and a hub for advanced manufacturing, all 

grounded in a distinct set of districts and 

neighbourhoods. This urban core offers 

many lifestyle benefits to talent in different 

age brackets.

• The support of a large,	diversified,	and	
innovative region (Grande Milano) that 

hosts numerous competitive clusters united 

by entrepreneurial DNA. This wider region 

provides the scale, complementarities and 

institutions for Milan to become a European 

and global powerhouse. 

• A civil society that is very active, and 

civic and business leaders that have a 

proven ability to create public/private teams 

and mount attractive projects offering 

strategic and high-value opportunities.

• Direct and indirect costs of doing 
business that have fallen relative to those 

of other European cities. National economic 

recovery and reforms to tax, regulation, and 

incentives are helping Milan attract greater 

numbers of companies, investors, returning 

former residents, and international talent.1

Figure	1: Illustrative evaluation of Milan according to 12 competitiveness criteria

Note: The wider Milan region is represented by the dotted lines where its performance  
differs from the core city.
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Recommendations

• Milan should sustain its existing  

momentum and continue its current focus 

on high impact projects. To aid and  

encourage its growing recovery and  

resurgence, Milan needs to tell its story  
of transformation more effectively and 

more powerfully to demonstrate the  

confidence that investors and talent have 

shown in the city already, and to give its 

many transformation projects more  

visibility and coherence. It should promote 

an agenda about the kind of city it wants to 

be in the next 20 years, and how its process 

of change contributes to innovation and 

leadership in relation to the future of the 

world and its cities.

• Milan should pursue development of the 

northern Italy and Alpine region as an 

increasingly integrated and competitive 

economic unit. Given the complementary 

strengths of Milan and Turin, plus improving 

regional connectivity, the region’s largest 

cities should expand their joint positioning 

and knowledge sharing while retaining their 

strong individual identities. This should also 

encourage an Alpine ‘system of cities’  

approach that helps both Milan and Turin 

grow and flourish.

• Milan’s business leaders should prioritise 

‘softer’ governance solutions – public/

private partnerships (PPP), catalytic projects, 

brand management, and strategic planning 

that build alliances across borders, and set 

examples for government. The roles of  

Barcelona Global as a business and civic 

leadership platform, and Stockholm  

Business Region as a multi-municipal 

partnership for investment, can both provide 

inspiration for Milan. Real estate companies, 

universities, airports, trading firms can all 

take a lead in identifying priorities for  

collaboration.

• Milan should differentiate its business 
climate and level of transparency from 

Italy’s less favourable business brand.  

As well as supporting good national policy, 

Milan should demonstrate that its own 

strong systems of city government,  

management, and transparency insulate  

it from perceived national risks.

    Summary	of	findings:	Turin

Turin has made remarkable progress since 

its most acute period of industrial crisis. The 

city’s identity as a forward-thinking, confident, 

and historic post-industrial city reached a high 

watermark of coherence and clarity before the 

global financial crisis when it hosted the 2006 

Winter Olympics. 

Over the past ten years, however, Turin’s 

momentum has stalled. The city retains its 

niche capabilities in design, engineering, and 

advanced manufacturing, but it has struggled 

to protect its employment base and create the 

conditions to spark its startup scene. The long 

economic slowdown and related social  

challenges have eroded the city’s  

self-confidence and sense of direction,  

resulting in the need for new sources of  

leadership to emerge. 

Competitive advantages

•  A high quality of place and inherited 
DNA of openness and innovation. 
Recent investment in the arts, culture, public 

squares, infrastructure, and street life have 

made the city a more attractive, appealing, 

and affordable location for families and  

talent. The city’s capabilities in design,  

engineering, automotive, and social  

innovation can underpin the next cycle  

of innovation.

•  A	newly	defined	metropolitan	territory 
that combines Turin’s rural and urban  

assets and is well served by existing 

regional infrastructure. The city has a  

recent history of strong collaborative city 

leadership, highly engaged academic and 

civic institutions, and it has repeatedly  

demonstrated the ability to deliver large 

scale high quality projects.

•  Large reserves of affordable industrial 
space that are well located, well connected, 

reusable, and potentially very attractive to 

creative and innovative activities.

•  A diverse metropolitan market to serve, 

specialisations with very good access to the 

central European market, and the potential 

to ‘borrow’ scale with Milan and the wider 

trans-Alpine region.

Competitive threats

•  Small size and lack of global reach, 
which mean a limited ability to retain large 

corporate customers. Without further 

improvements to regional connectivity, and 

also international air links, Turin may not 

derive the benefits of scale offered by the 

region and establish clear  

complementary strengths with Milan and 

other neighbours.

•  A receding strategic agenda promoting 
competitiveness and the diminished role 

of cross-party delivery agencies. The new 

metropolitan structure has few tools and 

responsibilities, and advocacy for shared 

metropolitan solutions is fragmented and 

uncertain.

•  Reduced appeal to local and overseas 
talent because of a weak labour market, 

limited social mobility and integration, and 

high barriers to starting a business. 

•  A high tax and regulatory burden  

relative to other high-innovation cities in 

Europe, which is a deterrent to a startup 

culture and talent attraction. 
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Recommendations

•  Turin needs civic and business  
leadership to create a new positive 
story about the city and its future that 

aligns with global economic and social  

megatrends. A new narrative will help 

restore private sector confidence, build a 

broader and more inclusive culture of  

leadership in civil society, and focus  

attention on strategic initiatives that can 

gain political backing in the short term. A 

semi-permanent non-governmental leader-

ship platform could support the city and 

metropolitan area to consistently be ambi-

tious for its future. Turin can also learn from 

the alliances formed by other cities, such 

as the public/private promotional agency 

Berlin Partner, as well as Verband Stuttgart, 

a regional alliance and assembly of 179 

municipalities. 

•  A clearer offer to entrepreneurs and 
growth	firms, combined with a value 

proposition for venture capital, is a  

necessary first step for Turin to retain more 

Figure	2: Illustrative evaluation of Turin according to 12 competitiveness criteria
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of its talent. The city would then be well 

placed to become a leader and innovator  

in automated vehicles, battery storage, 

integrated transport technology, and  

information technology systems.

•  Turin may benefit from smarter  
co-operation with Milan and the wider 
trans-Alpine region. The creation of 

shared capability and joint projects involving 

institutions across the region (e.g., the 

Politecnicos, Malpensa Airport, large firms) 

may offer one way forward. Turin may draw 

inspiration from Malmö’s relationship with 

Copenhagen and Rotterdam’s synergies 

with Amsterdam.

•  Turin should build on the promise of its 
social innovation ecosystem to address 
local challenges (e.g., youth employment, 

inclusion, mobility, health), and demonstrate 

a model of socially inclusive  

competitiveness.

Conclusion
Milan and Turin are well placed to  

develop their role in the European  

system of cities. To make the most of  

their opportunities, they need to rely  

on their leaders in the civic and private  

sectors to identify catalysts, assemble 

projects, build alliances, and create  

momentum. At the same time, both  

cities would benefit from exploring 

options for greater inter-city  

collaboration and complementary  

approaches. These could include  

defining their sectoral strengths – 

mapping the flows and managing the  

space in between the two cities. 

A possible joint bid for the 2026 Winter 

Olympics may also prompt deeper  

collaboration. This would have the  

effect of making the whole region a  

more attractive prospect for  

international investment.
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Introduction

Milan and Turin are the two most populous  

and most globally connected urban areas in 

northern Italy. Milan is Italy’s major gateway  

for international finance, investment, and  

institutions, whereas Turin is the former capital 

city and automotive industrial powerhouse with 

specialities in engineering, industrial design, 

higher education, food, wine, and tourism. 

Because of their size, assets, and strategic 

location in the Alpine region of Europe, these 

two cities are essential to Italy’s future  

competitiveness.

This report assesses the current international 

competitiveness of Milan and Turin and, based 

on that analysis, suggests how the cities can 

improve and sustain future competitiveness.  

It is intended to inform debates within Italy 

about city competitiveness and to highlight for 

an international investor audience the key 

assets and opportunities offered by the two  

cities. The assessment is based on research 

and analysis carried out by ULI in autumn 2017 

that was designed to answer three  

key questions:

• In what ways are Milan and Turin  

able to be competitive cities?

• Which risks threaten the  

competitiveness of the two cities?

• How can Milan and Turin adapt to  

become more competitive?

City competitiveness
For economists, competitiveness is often 

equated with productivity. For cities, however, 

competitiveness is about a much broader range 

of factors. This report adopts a formula for 

competitiveness first developed by ULI in 2016 

for a study with ULI Belgium of the  

competitiveness of Brussels and Antwerp.  

This broader definition is designed to  

encourage a robust consideration of the many 

factors that may influence why some cities are 

more competitive than others.

Methodology
The research for this report included historical 

and statistical research, a review of  

international indexes and benchmarks, and 

interviews with Italian urban specialists. This 

work fed into preliminary case studies of 

Milan and Turin, which were used as the basis 

for a discussion with ULI members and city 

representatives at workshops in both Milan and 

Turin in September 2017. The research team 

used information gathered in those workshops 

to update and improve the detailed case  

studies (published separately) and to inform  

this summary report.

This report also builds on insights in recent  

ULI research on density, technology, and  

innovation, in particular Density: drivers,  

dividends and debates (June 2015); The 

Density Dividend: solutions for growing and 

shrinking cities (October 2015); and 

Technology, Real Estate, and the Innovation 

Economy (September 2015).

The competitiveness framework
This report applies a framework for evaluating 

competitiveness developed by ULI that builds 

on work by international organisations such as 

the World Bank and the World Economic Forum. 

It assesses the competitiveness of Milan and 

Turin according to 12 factors within four broad 

pillars:

•	 governance	framework
•	 competitive	climate
•	 agglomeration
•	 attractiveness	to	talent

This framework goes beyond conventional 

economic competitiveness considerations such 

as costs, regulation, and taxation. It takes into 

account a broad range of issues, including how 

cities and their metropolitan space are  

governed, how strategies and projects are 

implemented, how innovation can be  

accommodated, and how firms and talent  

can be incentivised to come and stay.  

These are particularly urgent questions in  

an Italian context.

Report overview
The following section of this report briefly  

introduces and explains ULI’s four-part  

framework for assessing city competitiveness. 

The third section uses that framework to  

evaluate the competitiveness of Milan and 

Turin, identifying areas of relative strength, but 

also short- and longer-term challenges faced by 

each city. The final section presents a summary 

of the findings about the cities’ competitive 

strengths and risks, as well as presents  

recommendations for how both cities can 

enhance their future competitiveness.
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What is City Competitiveness?

The concept of competitiveness has long been 

applied to companies, with firms considered 

competitive if they are more productive and  

offer something distinct to markets in  

comparison with their peers. This model of 

competitiveness understands productivity to be 

the essential ingredient of a firm’s long-term 

ability to compete.

More recently, however, competitiveness has 

been applied to the territorial unit of a city or 

region. Economists and urbanists have argued 

that a narrow focus on productivity ignores 

the role of other potentially important factors, 

such as security, talent attraction, liveability, 

institutions, cluster development, leadership, 

coordination, vision, and trust. Productivity is 

now more commonly viewed as a necessary 

but insufficient condition for city development. 

Instead, a competitive city is one that: 

• attracts a high share of mobile talent,  

capital, and business;

• provides a favourable entrepreneurial,  

institutional, social, and technological  

framework and infrastructure platform  

for local firms; and 

• sustains these private, public, or mixed 

assets to achieve long-term competitive 

advantage.

This all means that for cities, including Milan 

and Turin, the factors in the equation shown in 

figure 3 all play a role in competitiveness.

This equation implies that for a city to be 
competitive, productivity must be backed 
up by mechanisms to coordinate  
economic development, promote the  
city externally, and achieve long-term 
sustainability. 

Understood in this way, competitiveness is 

what allows cities to enable their businesses 

and industries to create jobs, drive innovation, 

increase productivity, attract investment, and 

build shared prosperity. In the context of cities, 

competitiveness also needs a public purpose. 

This definition accommodates the different 

needs of businesses, investors, anchor  

institutions, tourists, students, and residents, 

and the factors that affect their decisions as 

‘customers” of a city. 

A framework for assessing  
city competitiveness
There is no quick recipe for becoming a  

competitive city. This report adopts a  

framework for understanding and assessing 

competitiveness, developed by ULI in 2016,  

that is made up of four categories and 12 

distinct dimensions. Each element of this 

framework is discussed in figure 4.

LiveabilityPromotionProductivity Coordination Sustainability

Competitiveness

Figure	3:	Factors important to city competitiveness
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Figure	4: ULI’s competitiveness framework
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Governance framework 
Vision, strategy, and coordination
In competitive cities, leaders create a long-term 

vision and strategy for the future designed to 

improve productive capacity. For a vision to 

translate into action, coordinated leadership 

focused on the city’s shared economic future  

is required. Cities that have created inspiring 

and deliverable visions regarding  

competitiveness usually:

• identify the city’s competitive position  

globally;

• set out a clear pipeline of future  

infrastructure projects and the investment 

tools that will finance them;

• point to opportunities for foreign investment 

and emerging export markets to catalyse 

growth; and 

• mobilise different levels of government to 

address a common set of objectives.

Land use, planning system, and density
The conversion of land to new uses and  

targeted densification is a key aspect of change 

in most if not all European cities, including 

those in Italy.  As ULI’s Density: drivers,  

dividends and debates report explained,  

density provides a competitive advantage 

because it offers lifestyle benefits for different  

demographic groups, provides sites that are 

easy to package for investors, and increases 

transport efficiencies.3 If cities are to make 

progress towards ‘good’ density, they need 

a robust growth plan, master-planning tools, 

and the power to guide how development can 

proceed. This is especially important to ensure 

that enough social infrastructure (schools,  

hospitals, kindergartens) and affordable  

housing are provided to serve a larger and 

more diverse population. 

Infrastructure and services
Extensive and reliable hard infrastructure  

systems underpin competitive advantage as 

more industries rely on point-to-point  

movement of goods and people within and 

between regions. Rail links, roads, and port and 

air links provide access for workers to jobs and 

enable businesses and entrepreneurs to bring 

their goods and services to market. Increased 

density usually allows transport and services 

to function more efficiently. Reliable electricity 

networks and digital and telecommunications  

infrastructure provide the platform for  

companies to conduct operations and share 

information with confidence. Competitive cities 

have high rates of infrastructure investment 

and coverage, but also look to create robust 

long-term infrastructure portfolios, speed up 

approval processes, and encourage better  

coordination between infrastructure and other 

public services. When these ingredients are 

missing, cities can become congested, and 

certainty for investors diminishes.4 

Competitive climate
Costs and business investment
The cost of doing business is among the most 

important considerations for prospective firms 

operating in cities. Office and industrial space 

rents, energy costs, and labour costs, as well 

as indirect costs, have to be competitive and 

stable in order for a city to attract businesses. 

Likewise, business investment is essential to 

cities seeking to achieve productivity gains. 

Business investment creates multiplier effects 

by generating new jobs, increasing the stock of 

capital and technology in a city, and boosting 

economic activity. Cities need financial markets 

where private-sector capital investment is 

widely available, whether from banks, securities 

exchanges, private equity, venture capital, or 

other funds.5
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Tax and regulatory framework
The legal and administrative framework in 

which companies, investors, and individual  

actors operate strongly shapes competitiveness 

and growth. High burdens or uncertainty can 

negatively influence investment decisions and 

affect the way businesses are organised. Often 

cities’ competitiveness in this area will be 

shaped by national tax, regulation and incentive 

frameworks, and the challenge will be to make 

national regimes more simple, straightforward, 

and attractive.

Political risks
The medium- and long-term competitiveness  

of cities is often shaped by political and  

geopolitical changes and risks. These can 

include unexpected electoral outcomes,  

entrenchment of political divisions, rises in  

social inequality, trade disputes, terrorism,  

failing states, and the integration and  

disintegration of regional economic blocs.  

The possibility or perceived possibility of these 

outcomes can create uncertainty and make risk 

hard to price. It also can make cities hard to 

observe objectively from outside because risks 

can come to influence a city’s reputation.

Agglomeration
Size and scale of internal market
The size of the customer and client base in 

and around cities influences the ability of 

companies to maximise economies of scale in 

the way goods and services are produced and 

distributed. A large market and scale fosters 

specialisation. Larger markets also usually  

reduce the per capita costs of infrastructure 

and offer increasing returns on investment.  

The potential to sell products to a larger market 

also provides greater incentives to generate 

new ideas. For smaller cities, the ability to  

‘borrow scale’ and create critical mass among 

a group of cities offers a complement to the 

local market. Competitive cities not only have 

access to large markets; they also are well 

placed to supply the right mix of products and 

services to match the character of supply and 

demand in their region.  

Clustered specialisations
Specialisations are fundamental to  

competitiveness, whether these are industry 

clusters, headquarters or institutional  

operations, niche technologies, business 

climate, or natural commodities. The depth and 

quality of business collaboration in specialised 

clusters is vital for upper-income cities where 

much of the low-hanging fruit to improve 

productivity has been exhausted. The range and 

expertise of local suppliers and the frequency of 

their interaction affects how new products and 

techniques are developed. Established clusters 

also usually reduce barriers to entry for new 

and up-and-coming firms.

Institutional engagement
Engaging public, private, and civic institutions 

is an important dimension of sustaining 

competitiveness for cities. Because urban 

economic development is a long-term and 

geographically broad activity, it relies on wide 

institutional collaboration – with universities, 

media, and business and community interests. 

Active, bold, and socially responsible institutions 

often play a role in maintaining high standards, 

promoting projects, and reassuring investors 

and consumers. By looking beyond electoral 

cycles and political geography, they can also 

help foster dialogue with different government 

stakeholders in a metropolitan area and build a 

shared vision. 

Attractiveness to talent
Human capital, liveability, and opportunity 

are essential to city competitiveness.  

Education and skills are major drivers of new 

ideas, entrepreneurship, innovation, and 

growth. Cities must prioritise developing the 

human capital at all income levels that sustains 

competitiveness. Making cities more liveable by 

expanding and diversifying educational, cultural, 

and recreational amenities, including outside 

the city core, is key to attracting high-calibre 

international talent. A capable and flexible 

labour market also helps cities create new 

types of jobs.6 

Innovation, technology, and enterprise
The development and implementation of new 

solutions, products, and technologies is an 

essential aspect of city competitiveness. Cities 

must foster innovation ecosystems that match 

skills to demand, allow a culture of enterprise  

to flourish, and support companies to enter  

the marketplace. Research and development 

capabilities are fundamental, as are ‘softer’ 

forms of innovation, and usually rely on strong 

links among universities, scientific research, 

companies, and capital. An innovation economy 

also depends on rapid adoption of new  

technologies into the daily activities of  

businesses, as well as well-protected  

intellectual property. Cities with an advanced 

innovation system do not just ‘sell’ innovations; 

they also generate business profits by  

adopting new innovations and business  

models to produce efficiency gains.7

Brand, identity and destination
With ever-increasing international competition 

for investment, cities need to present a distinct 

identity to investors, residents, students, and 

institutions. Competitive cities typically have a 

reputation for high standards and aspirations 

in the markets that matter to them. Effective 

branding strategies can also help galvanise 

socially and economically fragmented cities 

around a shared purpose.8
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The Competitiveness of Milan and Turin

The economies of Milan and Turin are among the 

30 largest in Europe. The cities are at the bottom 

of the ‘Blue Banana’, an arc of development 

where most of Europe’s productive capacity and 

competitive advantage are located.9 This arc is 

still a feature of the European system of cities, 

and the cities within it are a major driver of 

European competitiveness. 

Disruption caused by the current cycle of  

globalisation is requiring European cities to 

restructure economically in response to  

changing global markets and to compete in new 

ways that reflect the changing preferences of 

capital, companies, and talent in a global system.

Figure 5 shows Milan and Turin’s place among 

other major Italian cities, and among cities  

globally, in terms of gross domestic product 

(GDP). The size of Milan’s core metropolitan 

economy ranks safely among the world’s top 

100, on a par with metropolitan Berlin and 

Denver, placing it ahead of the capital city, Rome. 

However, the economy of the Greater Milan 

region – incorporating most of the Lombardy  

region and some of Piedmont – is arguably 

much larger. Turin has Italy’s third-largest  

metropolitan economy, similar in size to those  

of Birmingham, U.K., and Busan, South Korea.

Milan and Turin within the ‘Blue Banana’ of competitive European cities.  

Source: The Business of Cities.

Figure	5: Milan and Turin economies ranked against cities of Italy and the world

Notes: Ranking is among 650 cities worldwide. Population ranking is based on the following data: Milan, 4.5 million people; Rome, 4.7 million; Naples, 3.6 million; Turin, 2.7 million; and Bologna 

and Florence, 1.2 million each. GDP is based on purchasing power parity: for each city the figure given is the mid-range of a $7 bn band, the highest level of accuracy for which public data is  

available. Source: JLL, Global 300 Map, 2017. 

  Global rank in population GDP Global rank in GDP Global peers by GDP size

1  Milan 99 $183 billion 65 Berlin, Denver, Kuwait City

2  Rome 93 $169 billion 71 Baltimore, Chengdu, Santiago

3  Turin 206 $83 billion 152 Prague, Birmingham, Busan

4  Naples 142 $69 billion 185 Izmir, Budapest, Kiev

5  Bologna 437 $40 billion 262 

6  Florence 434 $40 billion 282
Seville, Utrecht, Porto
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Figure 6 illustrates that in terms of productivity, 

Milan and Turin are in the middle bracket of 

European cities. Milan has a much higher GDP 

per capita than Turin, but its global position is 

well outside the global top 100 and well behind 

the leaders in Europe’s larger nations, such as 

Munich, London, and Paris. Turin ranks 224th 

for GDP per capita globally, on a par with  

Marseille, but clearly ahead of cities like  

Manchester, Valencia, and Wroclaw Europe.

Population change in the  
two cities
Economic transition and reurbanisation are 

underway in both cities, as shown by figure 7.

After the challenges of the financial crisis,  

Milan has now begun to experience il nuovo 

rinascimento (the new renaissance), energised 

by its innovation economy, successful hosting  

of the 2015 Expo, a strong bid location for the 

European Medicines Agency, and its growing 

population and improving quality of life. The 

population of the city of Milan has risen by 

nearly 100,000 since 2008, with most of the 

increase made up of young people, and the  

city is now making steady and recognised 

improvements to infrastructure and the  

urban fabric. 

Turin has also consolidated its population within 

the city limits at just under 80 per cent of its 

historic peak.

In both cities suburbanisation has continued 

throughout the industrial transition, bringing 

with it new challenges of metropolitan  

coordination and transport infrastructure 

deficits.

 

Figure	6: GDP per capita of Italy’s metropolitan areas, compared with the five largest metropolitan 

areas of the five largest European nations, 2017. Source: JLL, Global 300 Map, 2017.

Figure	7: Relative population change of Milan and Turin vs broader metropolitan areas,  

1971 to 2017 (1=1971). 

 
1971               1981                1991                2001              2011                 2018

1.3

1.2

1.1

1

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

Rest of the Milan Region (Lombardy)
Rest of Turin Metropolitan City
City of Turin
City of Milan

Note: The Milan Region and Turin Metropolitan figures do not include the core cities of Milan and Turin. Source: ISTAT.
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Milan in the benchmarks
Milan was commonly viewed and rated 
as the third city in Europe behind London 

and Paris in the 1980s, especially for banking, 

culture and retail.10 However, over the next 20 

years, institutional inertia, political competition, 

and a lack of strategic thinking about the city’s 

future meant that other cities moved ahead of 

Milan, according to benchmarks and  

comparisons with global cities. 

Recent benchmarks illustrate that Milan has 

recorded substantial recent improvements in 

human capital, visitor economy, connectedness, 

and shared mobility, but is behind in measures 

of governance, congestion, educational  

attainment, and the digital economy  

(see figure 9).

  UN Habitat/ A.T. Kearney IESE Cities in Arcadis Mori Global DHL Global Mercer Quality 
  Cass Global Global Cities Motion Index Sustainable Power Connectedness of Living 
	 	 Urban	Economic	 Index	 	 Cities	Index	 City	Index	 Index:		 Survey
  Competitive-ness     Globalisation
       Giants

  2017 2017 2017 2017 2016 2016 2017

 Number of 200 128 181 100 44 113 231 
 cities ranked

 1  Vienna 41 20 15 4 14 40 1

 2  Amsterdam 90 22 10 11 7 14 12

 3  Berlin 53 13 9 17 8 55 13

 4  Frankfurt 22 29 36 6 12 34 7

 5  Stockholm 24 39 25 3 16 61 20

 6  Madrid 119 14 28 20 27 25 51

 7  Barcelona 80 24 35 24 24 21 42

 8  Brussels 70 11 40 40 21 70 27

 9  Milan 143 43 38 42 32 22 41

 10  Rome 120 33 43 22 - 80 57

Figure	8:  Milan’s performance in seven leading indexes 

Note: Overall rank is based on algorithm of relative position across all rankings, using Elo methodology.

Index  Ranking

Euromonitor International City Destinations Ranking 27th of 100

Resonance World’s Best City Brands 26th of 100

Arcadis Sustainable Cities Mobility Index 18th of 100

2thinknow Consulting Innovation Cities Global Index 29th of 500

QS Student Cities 33rd of 100

IESE Cities in Motion Index: Governance 79th of 181

Deutsche Bank Mapping the World’s Prices 2017: affordability 37th of 47

Brookings Redefining Global Cities: higher education attainment 86th of 123

Nesta, et al.: European Digital City Index 46th of 60

TomTom Traffic Index, global 118th of 189

Figure	9:	Five areas where Milan performs strongly and five areas where it underperforms in indexes 

since 2016, compared with the rest of the world
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One major concern for Milan is that the 

complexity of its spatial development and 

governance means there is no agreed-upon 

international definition of the city or city-region 

for use when comparing it to others cities and 

regions. As a result, most international studies 

analyse Milan as a city of 1.4 million people, 

omitting the scale, assets, and diversity of 

its surrounding metropolitan area and wider 

economic region.

Partly because of these size and measurement 

discrepancies, and partly because some of 

Milan’s big strengths (e.g., creativity, culture, 

design, innovation) are not fully captured in 

comparative studies, Milan’s performance 

is often recorded as being below that of its 

European peers. 

The new public/private benchmarking exercise 

Osservatorio Milano also highlights the need for 

Milan to become greener, smarter, and more 

liveable in the future. To achieve these  

imperatives, governance will need to be  

much more coordinated at the regional and 

metropolitan levels.

Figure	10:	The different spatial scales of Milan

 Population Size Number of GDP Cities/regions of 
   municipalities  similar economic size

Milan core city 1.4 million 182 km2 1 €61 billion Grand Lyon, Greater Manchester

Metropolitan city of Milan 3.2 million 1,575 km2 134 €144 billion Berlin, Barcelona metropolitan area

OECD functional urban area 4.2 million 2,640 km2 252 €180 billion Melbourne, San Diego

Grande Milano region 7.5 million 8,100 km2 858 €250 billion San Francisco Bay Area, Greater Sydney

Politecnico di Milano region definition 12.5 million 30,000 km2 1,500+ €400 billion Ruhr region

‘Northern Italian Powerhouse’ 16 million 46,000 km2 2,000+ €500 billion Greater London, Paris/Ile de France

The many different definitions of the Milan region.

 

 

Turin

Genoa

Piacenza

Parma

Verona Venice

Bologna

Core City of Milan

Metropolitan City of Milan

OECD Functional Urban Area Definition

Grande Milano metropolitan area

Politecnico di Milano Urban Region Definition

The ‘Northern Italy Powerhouse’

MILAN

Source: The Business of Cities
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Milan’s competitiveness: assessment

Vision, strategy, and coordination
Recent metropolitan-scale initiatives do not yet translate into a shared 

vision and strategy for Milan’s future. There are successful initiatives, 

but no coordinated leadership or platform for implementation. The city’s 

multi-tier governance system is complex and there is little agreement 

on what is the right metropolitan scale for joint strategy. Because the 

region’s economic and spatial footprint continually outgrows the  

governance framework, Milan suffers from fragmentation of key systems 

(e.g., transport, housing, economic promotion) and growing economic 

gaps between core and periphery.11 

The absence of local government buy-in or national government support 

to move forward on a shared metropolitan growth strategy results in 

competing land uses, slow infrastructure upgrades, and obstacles to 

cluster development. But Milan’s city government has become more 

purposeful and civil society has become much more proactive in  

advancing land and development projects that encourage urban  

restructuring and foster emerging clusters.

Land use, planning system, and density
The movement of people to the suburbs while jobs return to urban  

areas has created a complex set of dynamics in the Milan region.  

The functional economy stretches northward to the Alps and has a 

polycentric urban form.12 But in the inner city, a growing number of 

redevelopment projects are employing high density and promoting  

more sustainable urban living to serve a growing population.13

The variety of projects recently completed or arriving soon (including 

Porta Nuova, Scali Ferroviari, and Expo 2015 and its urban legacy) 

promises to showcase Milan’s new model of human-scale,  

bicycle-friendly urbanism and the ability of multiple tiers of government 

to work with the private sector and anchor institutions to reactivate pub-

lic land.14 Several projects are being unlocked by the forthcoming ‘Circle 

Line’, which will provide a circular rail connection about  

5 kilometres outside the city centre, as well as park land, public  

housing, and bike trails. Together, the projects should allow Milan to  

accommodate the next cycle of housing demand, although challenges of 

Governance framework

Citizen political behaviour in Milan has become less tribal and 
more pragmatic. Milan is now leading the development of the 
region with catalytic urban projects.

- Participant at ULI workshop, September 2017

affordability and rental options remain. Among the next big tasks  

for Milan is to rejuvenate the inner suburbs by improving transport  

connections and ensuring greater diversity of land uses.15  

Infrastructure and services
Milan’s transport infrastructure has improved in recent years, thanks to 

co-investment in new Milan Metro lines, upgrades of existing systems, 

and new highway links. The city is now well ahead of other Italian cities 

for urban mobility, and digital infrastructure is also improving.16 The 

Metro is now much more effectively linked to the suburban and regional 

rail network and will provide more efficient connections to key job 

districts and the airport.17 

The region is comparatively congested and car-dependent, but now 

benefits from faster inter-city rail links that are making commuting to 

several strategic locations (including Turin) feasible and boosting  

capacity for both passenger and freight services.18 Faster connections 

to Genoa and Zurich are also set to transform passenger and freight 

flow and complementary strengths among these cities.19

Overall, Milan’s infrastructure is catching up with that of other leading 

European cities. In the coming years the city will need to continue the 

current level of infrastructure investment, including through use of new 

financial tools and joint ventures.20 Suburb-to-suburb travel and the 

adoption of smart and secure digital systems that improve transport 

flows, infrastructure safety, and digital connectivity are among the big 

competitive priorities identified in the ten-year Sustainable Urban  

Mobility Plan.

Porta Romana, in the south east of Milan city centre (BrasilNut1/iStock)
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Costs and business investment
Business costs – labour, energy, and rents – have become more  

competitive in Milan relative to other European cities in recent years. 

Business and institutional investors have increased their activity and 

their confidence has risen in response to the recent introduction of a 

number of national labour market reforms, technology and R&D  

incentives, ongoing signs of an economic recovery, low interest rates, 

and strong liquidity.21 

International perceptions regarding business costs and business  

investment in Milan are partly shaped by associations with Italy’s weak 

business brand.22 Although those familiar with doing business in Milan 

have much more positive perceptions, the city faces a challenge to  

differentiate itself more clearly from Italy in the international arena. 

Competitive climate

Milan’s burghers and bankers need politicians in Rome  
to make deeper structural and cultural reforms if Italy’s  
most cosmopolitan city wants to fully open for international 
business.

- Financial Times, 2017 23

Tax and regulatory framework
Though, in the past, high national tax and regulatory burdens and  

insufficient regulatory quality weakened the business and investment 

climate in Milan, recent reforms to improve digitisation, transparency, 

and dispute resolution mechanisms are having a positive impact.24 

Reduced corporate tax rates and adjustment to personal income and 

capital gains tax arrangements are aligning Italy more closely with other 

leading nations, helping Milan, in turn, attract companies, returning 

former residents, and international talent. Relatively low wages for 

university graduates, however, remain a major disincentive for younger 

talent and prospective firms.

Political risks
Milan’s political risks are moderate, but relate to Italy’s challenges  

regarding constitutional reforms, short political cycles, high social 

inequality, the rise of populism, and weaknesses in the banking system. 

These risks are not of Milan’s making, but, as Italy’s main centre of 

business and finance, the city is affected by how well these risks 

are managed by national and supra-national governments. Milan’s 

challenge here is partly to support good national policy, and partly to 

demonstrate that its own strong systems of city government,  

management, and transparency insulate it from national risks and  

enable it to perform well above Italian norms.

Bosco Verticale, Porta Nuova. (RossHelen/iStock)
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Size and scale of internal market
As the economic capital of a macro-region with a population of  

15 million to 20 million, Milan benefits from a very large base of 

companies, customers, suppliers, and logistics facilities, and borrows 

scale from surrounding medium-sized cities. Its market size and level 

of access hold great appeal to multinational companies, while smaller 

businesses located in industrial districts have a proven ability to learn, 

absorb economic disruption and innovation, and adapt over the long 

term.25 But Milan’s scale is constrained by the high cost of transport and 

public services, environmental weaknesses, low internet speeds, and 

weakly coordinated land use policies.26 

Clustered specialisations
The core city has internationally competitive specialisations in finance 

and consulting, fashion and design, biotechnology, and food innovation. 

At the wider regional economic level, Milan possesses many mature, 

specialised, and cross-cutting clusters. The Milan region successfully 

combines multiple knowledge, research, services, and creative  

functions, united by entrepreneurial DNA.

Milan’s industrial, fashion, and design clusters consist mostly of small, 

nimble, and well-networked firms. In locations where these companies 

are concentrated, they are helping the city rediscover and promote its 

advanced manufacturing identity. Analysts have highlighted the  

importance of better co-operation between firms and universities, 

shared R&D facilities, stronger leadership and organisation of sectors, 

and opportunities to scale up expertise to achieve greater commercial 

success.

Institutional engagement
Public and private institutions in Milan are engaging more strongly  

to support the economy and organise in response to new  

opportunities.27 The Chamber of Commerce is especially proactive at 

helping internationalise small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and 

promote technology uptake and entrepreneurship.28 Across the region, 

however, many initiatives overlap and duplicate each other’s effects,  

and there is no single locus of nongovernmental leadership. 

Agglomeration

If the city of science and knowledge will become another 
opportunity for growth and work, if the new manages to live 
with the old, then Milan will once again become the ideal city 
for those who have some project in mind. Simple and digital, 
quick and accessible, supportive and inclusive. . . . a different 
capital. The capital of responsibility that has given itself a role 
for the country. 29

- Giangiacomo Schiavi, Vice Director, Corriere della Sera

A stylised map showing the economic dynamics among Milan and other cities in Lombardy. 

Source: MiWorld/Politecnico di Milano.
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Human capital, liveability, and opportunity
Milan’s job base, amenities, climate, and lifestyle consistently attract  

domestic talent and provide good opportunities for existing residents. 

The city’s reputation for style, its low house prices, and 2013  

legislation that facilitates visas and more flexible employee contracts 

have all increased its appeal to entrepreneurs.30 

Compared with European peer cities, Milan’s quality of life is  

compromised by heavy traffic congestion from the outskirts to the 

centre, air pollution, and unequal access to key public goods such as 

high-quality education and green space. Urban sprawl and increased 

commute distances erode Milan’s liveability advantages. 

High levels of out-migration of young and well-educated Milanese 

residents is an ongoing concern.31 Government tax exemptions for 

highly skilled workers and researchers have begun to attract more 

Italians working abroad to return or stay in the city, although the wage 

gap versus what can be earnt in other European cities is a deterrent for 

early-career college graduates.32 

Innovation, technology, and enterprise
The Milan region inherits a distinctive culture of production, innovation, 

and entrepreneurship, which now has to be geared to the new  

innovation economy. Positive signs include the attraction of leading 

global IT firms, new urban locations for innovation, and an improved  

tax regime for startups. 

Attractiveness to talent

Navigli District (Repistu/iStock)

The challenge for Milan’s innovation ecosystem is for Italian venture 

capital firms to become active and for avenues of collaboration to 

deepen between co-working spaces and startups, and between  

universities and SMEs. Analysts have observed that as the startup  

culture grows, public institutions will need a clearer grasp of what 

makes a startup successful and competitive and how to be as  

accommodating as possible to international would-be innovators.  

Brand, identity, and destination
Milan inherits a powerful global reputation for fashion, design, and  

retail, reinforced by famous global ambassadors. However, the city’s  

international reputation has been partly held back by Italy’s less  

favourable national business brand and perceived national risks. 

Milan has begun to re-establish its profile as a highly attractive city 

with a large presence of multinational firms surrounded by a dynamic, 

distinctive, and productive region. Despite these improvements, the 

overlap and duplication of messages mean that the world has not yet 

learnt a compelling narrative about what exactly Milan stands for or 

where it is going. As a result, the city’s business brand remains below its 

potential, and Milan is still perceived by some audiences as more a city 

of warehouses and production than one of creativity and openness. 
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Turin in the benchmarks
In 2018, Turin’s economic size and per 

capita GDP place it in a peer group of third-tier 

European cities in transition from an industrial 

economy to an innovation economy. This group 

includes Rotterdam, Glasgow, Lyon, and Bilbao. 

Across all indexes produced worldwide over 

the past five years, Turin’s performance relative 

to its peers has declined. The city’s aggregate 

ranking performance has fallen behind Bilbao 

and Malmö, while other cities are making 

improvements and instituting reforms more 

rapidly (e.g., Lyon, Stuttgart).33

A closer look at recent indexes reveals that 

since 2016, Turin has shown promise in urban 

planning, transport, and policies for social 

integration, but it performs less well in indexes 

assessing human capital, jobs growth, and 

digitisation (see figure 11).

Index  Ranking

IESE Cities in Motion Index: Urban Planning 12th of 181

Council of Europe Intercultural Cities Index   5th of 77

IESE Cities in Motion Index: Mobility and Transportation 32nd of 181

TomTom Traffic Index, Europe 9th of 43

SportCal Global Sports Cities Index 83rd of 621

IESE Cities in Motion Index: human capital 109th of 81

Brookings Global Metro Monitor: GDP and jobs growth since 2000 282nd of 300

Numbeo Air Pollution Index 160th of 201

European Digital City Index (Nesta et al.)  55th of 60

JLL Global 300: Global Attraction Index 193th of 300

Figure	11:	Five areas where Turin outperforms and underperforms in indexes since 2016, compared 

with the rest of the world 
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Turin’s competitiveness: assessment

Vision, strategy, and coordination
After 20 years of inspirational and collaborative leadership, and two 

cycles of strategic planning with strong citizen and civic consensus to 

drive the city’s turnaround, Turin’s strategic agenda on competitiveness 

has recently receded. Emphasis on long-term competitiveness,  

metropolitan coordination, and implementation platforms have all  

diminished as other priorities have come to the fore. The new  

Metropolitan City of Turin was established in 2015, replacing the  

province of Turin, but has few tools and responsibilities.

The long downturn and leadership vacuum have resulted in a loss of 

confidence about Turin’s future and little appetite for a big new strategic 

prospectus. Instead, observers note the need for more tactical  

leadership to align short-term projects with a longer-term view.

Land use, planning system, and density
After 20 years of steady reurbanisation, Turin is an upper/medium- 

density city with many desirable districts helping it carve a new  

polycentrism. Former industrial areas are now home to some of Turin’s 

most prestigious and successful firms. But large areas of disused 

brownfield land still remain to be reactivated. 

Redevelopment of the historic Barriera di Milano district and planned  

development of the Molinette health district demonstrate the city’s 

strong focus on human scale, authenticity, and attractiveness.34  

Public and private anchor institutions play a decisive role in the  

conversion of several other sites. It is currently unclear whether the  

new priorities to retain production facilities and upgrade peripheral areas 

will foster the placemaking and mixed-use character of Turin’s recent 

development process.35

Governance framework

We need a new cultural mindset that substitutes the narrative 
of Torino with that of Gran Torino. . . . We need projects,  
initiatives, and actors that increase the awareness of Gran  
Torino among citizens. The metropolitan area is still an  
obscure entity without any operative tools or structures, 
[which is] a real obstacle in the game among European  
cities.

- Valentino Castellani, former mayor of Turin

Infrastructure and services 
Turin’s transport system has become much more competitive over  

the past 15 years, and further improvements are coming on line. 

Investment in the Turin Metro system, suburban and tramway networks, 

and inter-city links has been important in shifting more people to public 

transport.36 These investments have also helped improve east–west 

connections that link the city’s main employment centres, key railway 

stations, hospitals, and knowledge hubs.37 

While transport has become a competitive asset, among the next  

priorities for the city are upgrading digital infrastructure, improving 

the speed of rail connection to Malpensa, and improving the natural 

environment along the Milan–Turin corridor, which is now a strategic 

axis of growth. 

Turin City Centre (RossHelen/iStock)
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Costs and business investment
Costs to business and the conditions to raise the rate of business  

investment are improving in Turin, thanks to recent national reforms that 

have eased rigidity in the labour market.38 Business options in the  

office market are not yet highly competitive because much of Turin’s 

office stock is not sufficiently flexible and efficient. A fragmented office 

cluster and limited availability of grade A product hurt business  

efficiency and opportunities for cost sharing.39

Tax and regulatory framework
Italy’s business environment means that Turin tends to lag behind the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)  

average for tax and regulatory competitiveness. The city excels among 

Italian cities for enforcing contracts, but underperforms with regards to 

starting a business and registering property.40 Recent national reforms to 

Competitive climate

taxes and incentives have started to have a positive impact on business 

at the national level, but it remains to be seen whether these reforms 

will affect company activity in Turin.

Political risks 
Turin’s overall level of political risk is moderate. The main risks relate 

to the city’s debt burden, as well as opposition to immigration and the 

national rise of Euroscepticism. Immigration offers important benefits to 

Turin’s economy, but austerity and high unemployment are contributing 

to multi-ethnic frictions which may affect the city’s attractiveness for 

investors and talent.41 Rising opposition to the European Union and to 

established political institutions may add to the external perception of 

risk. Turin’s high public debt per capita has also become a burden on 

the city’s budget, placing limitations on future borrowing and raising the 

risk of instability if future shocks occur. 

Size and scale of internal market
Turin has a diverse metropolitan consumer base to serve and very good 

access to much of the western European market. These benefits have 

allowed the city to retain many internationally recognised companies. 

But overall, its scale is constrained by a relative lack of large corporate 

customers and a relatively low degree of specialisation in high- 

productivity sectors.42

The city has the potential to ‘borrow’ scale through deeper integration 

with Milan. The sharing or aggregation of assets, improved corridor  

development, and additional inter-regional and Alpine links are some  

of the catalysts for such integration.43 So far, Turin’s advantages of  

low costs and family friendliness have not translated into increased  

attraction or specialisation relative to Milan. But partnerships and  

projects among leading institutions could change this.

Clustered specialisations
Turin has successfully diversified its industrial economy to include 

modern specialisations in advanced automotive technology, information 

and communications technology, aerospace, design, and biotechnology. 

Its clusters are underpinned by capable larger companies, a strong  

research system, and good use of public initiatives and incentives. 

The city is now well placed to become a centre for advanced urban 

manufacturing, smart-city innovation, and food innovation. This potential 

requires investment and decision making to ensure that these strengths 

achieve critical mass and are adequately promoted.

Agglomeration

Institutional engagement
Turin’s academic, civic, philanthropic, and business institutions are  

very active in supporting the business ecosystem. They encourage  

companies to export and internationalise, and make old industrial  

spaces fit for new economic purposes. These institutions are also  

important in supporting knowledge transfer between companies and 

universities, and across industries.44 In periods when political  

momentum for the competitiveness agenda is absent, nongovernmental 

institutions are vital in filling the void. 

The re-purposed Lingotto factory, historic home of Fiat, in Turin.  

(Forgemind ArchiMedia/flickr)

We need real co-operation with Milan. Collaboration is the 
new competition. A new alliance is needed. The integration 
of the Politecnicos would create a truly world-class university 
and send an important message.

- Participant in ULI workshop, September 2017
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Human capital, liveability, and opportunity
Turin has become a much more attractive and appealing city in which 

to live, with excellent cultural facilities, reasonably priced housing, and 

a reputation for safety and for upholding the rule of law. It also has 

impressive regional assets and performs well in studies of resident 

satisfaction. But this has not translated into a widely shared perception 

that Turin is a city of special opportunity and appeal for talent. Many 

international students who choose to study at Turin’s universities and 

training institutions leave after completing their qualifications. 

The failure to convert this potential into economic growth is primarily 

attributable to a stagnant labour market, limited social mobility, barriers 

to starting a business in the tech economy, and national immigration 

policies that do little to promote foreign entrepreneurship. High levels of 

air pollution and a relatively small rental market are also deterrents.45 

Attractiveness to talent

Innovation, technology, and enterprise
Invention and innovation are in Turin’s DNA. The region hosts an  

impressive number of labs and R&D centres, a strong network of  

incubators, and a promising local ecosystem for social innovation 

focused on education, health, aging, and inclusion. For nearly a decade, 

the city has been developing a smart-city platform to improve urban 

infrastructure, services, and energy efficiency through technology  

innovation, with the agency Torino Wireless as the key partner.
  

Turin’s ability to become a leading city for innovation in Europe is held 

back by the limited access of SMEs to capital, the absence of a defined 

centre of gravity for the start-up scene, and slow access to public  

officials for entrepreneurs or developers seeking to create innovative 

space. So, despite recent progress, its innovation economy lags behind 

that of its European peers in both size and scale. 

Brand, identity, and destination
Turin’s identity as a forward-thinking, confident, and historic  

post-industrial city reached a high-water mark of coherence and clarity 

before the global financial crisis, when it hosted the Winter Olympics in 

2006. But the long economic slowdown and related social challenges 

appear to have eroded the city’s self-confidence and sense of direction. 

This, in turn, has weakened the city’s identity in the global marketplace. 

As Turin’s culture of governance partnership has faded, there is  

uncertainty and fragmentation about how its different brands –  

gastronomy, art, culture, tourism, innovation, and smart city – are  

communicated. Questions are now being asked about what the city 

should ultimately become known for – and how its DNA of design,  

architecture, food, industrial innovation, and sport can align with a  

positive vision for Turin’s role in the future world of cities.

Immigration is a key past, current, and future feature of Torino 
identity. Migrant communities and ambitious individuals could 
be a positive ingredient for the city.

- Prof Matteo Robiglio, Politecnico di Torino

Turin has huge geographic advantages – in terms of its 
hinterland, its mountains, wine, the sea, its family-friendliness. 
It is one of the best locations in Europe. This is not adequately 
exploited and marketed.

- Participant in ULI workshop, September 2017

University of Turin. (ClaraNila, iStock)
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Assessment and Recommendations

   Milan 

Milan’s competitiveness and confidence have 

clearly recovered over the past five years. 

Following a period of inertia during which other 

European cities moved ahead of it, Milan has 

benefited from improved city government, the 

rapid evolution of its knowledge and innovation 

economies, and a succession of public/private 

projects that are now bearing fruit. The city is 

enjoying a large influx of talent and a resurgent 

visitor economy, and is rebuilding and  

promoting its DNA of design, knowledge,  

innovation, and culture, all underpinned by the 

scale and dynamism of its much wider region, 

Grande Milano, with a population of 8 million.

Competitive advantages
Milan is commonly compared with and  

measured against other urban economies at 

the city level (1.3 million population), but its true 

scale and dynamism fundamentally rests on its 

much wider region.

• A highly attractive inner city with  

established international strengths in  

finance, consulting, and media, as well  

as an emerging advanced, high-tech  

manufacturing identity grounded in  

high-profile districts and neighbourhoods. 

The urban core offers many intangible 

lifestyle benefits to talent in different age 

brackets, including gastronomy, culture, 

natural surroundings, family-friendly  

housing and amenities, and connectivity  

to other centres.

• The support of a large	diversified	and	
innovative region (Grande Milano) that 

hosts competitive clusters in agricultural 

technology, agrifood, aerospace, clean 

technology, energy, life sciences, medical 

instruments, and smart technologies – all 

united by entrepreneurial DNA. This wider 

region provides both the scale and high 

quality, in terms of production, enterprise, 

higher education, and airports, for Milan to 

become a European and global powerhouse. 

• A civil society that is very active, and 

civic and business leaders that have the 

proven ability to create public/private teams 

and mount attractive projects offering 

strategic and high-value opportunities.

• Direct and indirect costs of doing  
business that have fallen relative to those 

of other European cities experiencing 

inflation. The combined effect of national 

economic recovery, labour market reforms, 

technology and R&D incentives, reduced 

taxes, low interest rates, strong liquidity,  

and improved dispute resolution  

mechanisms is helping Milan attract  

greater numbers of companies, investors, 

returning former residents, and international 

talent, although challenges remain.46

Figure	12: Illustrative evaluation of Milan according to 12 competitiveness criteria

Note: The wider Milan region is represented by the dotted lines.
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Competitive threats

• A fragmented governance system with 

many municipalities that makes it hard to 

mount visionary strategic planning. The  

absence of local government buy-in,  

national government support, or an  

agreed-upon idea of what the Milan  

metropolitan area really is produces 

costs that hurt the city’s competitiveness, 

including competing land uses, slow pace 

of change, limited scale of initiative, and 

unequal outcomes. 

• Perceptions that the quality of life lags 
behind that of its peers in northern  

Europe because of real and perceived  

disadvantages in terms of congestion,  

pollution and access from the outskirts  

to the centre.

• Dis-economies of scale including high 

costs of transport and public services, 

fragmented clusters, weak co-operation 

between firms and universities, and  

overlapping and duplicative economic 

initiatives.

• Mixed international perceptions about 
the costs and risks of doing business, 

which are shaped and informed by Italy’s 

weak business brand.47 Milan’s business 

climate relies on a framework that requires 

constitutional reform, as well as solutions to 

banking system weaknesses and political 

short-termism. Reforms and solutions to  

address these issues rely on action by 

national and supra-national governments.

Milan’s competitive performance varies  

substantially according to whether the entire 

region or just the city is being measured.  

Illustrating this divergence, figure 12 evaluates 

the city of Milan and the Milan region against 

European peer cities. Whereas the city of Milan 

performs strongly in terms of infrastructure, 

development, brand, and destination, it is at  

the regional scale that the agglomeration  

effects become much more visible. However, 

the region’s deficits in terms of governance, 

quality of life, and competitive climate require a 

series of combined efforts to address.

Recommendations

• To aid and encourage its growing  

recovery and resurgence, Milan needs more 

effectively and more powerfully to tell its 
story of transformation from a centre of 

industry to a richly diverse post-industrial 

region. It should promote how it plans to 

become the city it wants to be in 20 years. 

As part of the next cycle of positioning, 

Milan should demonstrate how it aligns with 

and contributes to future thinking on smart 

cities, the sharing economy, and sustainable 

mobility, as well as how this helps the city 

improve urban productivity and its ability to 

foster entrepreneurship.

• Milan should pursue the northern Italy 
and Alpine region as an increasingly  

integrated and competitive economic unit. 

Given the complementary strengths of  

Milan and Turin, plus improving regional 

connectivity, the region’s largest cities 

should expand their joint positioning and 

knowledge sharing while retaining their 

strong individual identities. This should 

also encourage an Alpine ‘system of cities’ 

approach that can ultimately spread benefits 

to the rest of the country. 

• Milan’s business leaders should prioritise 

‘softer’ governance solutions – public/

private partnerships, catalytic projects, 

brand management, and strategic planning 

– that build alliances across borders and set 

examples for government. The region could 

benefit from a single locus of business 

and civic leadership that promotes a clear 

and consistent message about how best 

to manage and optimise agglomeration. 

Both Barcelona Global, a business and civic 

leadership platform that promotes talent 

attraction and economic development, and 

Stockholm Business Region, a multi- 

municipal partnership for investment, can 

provide inspiration for Milan. Real estate 

companies, universities, airports, and  

trading firms can all take a lead in  

identifying priorities for collaboration.

• Milan should differentiate its business 
climate and level of transparency from 

Italy’s less favourable business brand.  

As well as supporting good national policy, 

Milan should demonstrate that its own 

strong systems of city government,  

management, and transparency insulate 

it from perceived national risks. This will 

require a professional information and 

promotional effort.
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   Turin

Turin has made remarkable progress since its 

most acute period of industrial crisis, but over 

the past ten years its momentum has stalled. 

The city retains its niche capabilities in design, 

engineering, and advanced manufacturing, but 

it has struggled to protect its jobs base and 

create the conditions to spark its emerging 

startup scene. 

Turin’s future competitiveness relies on the 

emergence of leadership that can galvanise 

others and bring into focus a powerful 20- to 

30-year strategic vision for the city. This vision 

should be actively supported by business and 

civic leaders who can work with city leaders 

through different political cycles.

Competitive advantages

• A high quality of place and inherited 
DNA of openness and innovation. 
Recent investment in arts, culture, public 

squares, infrastructure, and street life  

have made the city a more attractive,  

appealing, and affordable location for  

families and talent. The city’s capabilities  

in design, engineering, and automotive and 

social innovation can underpin the next 

cycle of innovation.

• A	newly	defined	metropolitan	territory 
that combines Turin’s rural and urban assets 

and is well served by existing regional  

infrastructure. The city also has a recent 

history of strong collaborative city  

leadership and highly engaged academic 

and civic institutions committed to improving 

the business ecosystem.

• Large reserves of affordable industrial 
space that are well located, well connected, 

reusable, and potentially very attractive to 

creative and innovative activities.

• A diverse metropolitan market,  
specialisations with very good access to the 

central European market, and the potential 

to ‘borrow’ scale from Milan and the rest of 

the region through aggregation of assets, 

improved corridor development, and  

additional interregional and Alpine links.

Competitive threats

• Small size and lack of global reach, 

which mean a lack of large corporate 

customers: in challenging times, firms 

consolidate their activity elsewhere. Ongoing 

improvements to regional connectivity will 

be required in order for Turin to derive the 

benefits of borrowed scale and be posi-

tioned as complementary with neighbours 

such as Milan.

Figure	13: Illustrative evaluation of Turin according to 12 competitiveness criteria
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• A receding strategic agenda regarding 
competitiveness and the diminished role 

of cross-party delivery agencies. The new 

metropolitan structure has limited tools and 

responsibilities, and advocacy for shared 

metropolitan solutions is fragmented and 

uncertain.

• Reduced appeal to local and overseas 
talent because of a weak labour market, 

limited social mobility and integration, and 

high barriers to business startups. The slow 

progress in improving liveability through 

smarter multimodal systems, bike sharing, 

and sustainable energy could lead to Turin 

falling behind other cities.

• A high tax and regulatory burden  

relative to other high-innovation cities in 

Europe, which is a deterrent to a start-up 

culture and talent attraction. Also, some  

office stock is outdated and not  

commercially attractive for the local market. 
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Recommendations

• Turin needs civic and business  
leadership to create a new positive  
story about the city and its future that 

aligns with the big changes taking place 

globally (e.g., exponential technologies,  

the rise of Asia, demographic shifts, social 

networks, the circular economy, and the 

future of work). A new narrative will help 

restore private sector confidence and build 

a broader and more inclusive culture of 

leadership in civil society. It can also train 

attention on the strategic initiatives that  

can gain political backing in the short term.  

In these respects, Turin can learn from the 

impetus given to cities by organisations 

such as the public/private promotional 

agency Berlin Partner, as well as Verband 

Stuttgart, a regional alliance and assembly 

of 179 municipalities.

 Turin also needs to build on its infrastructure 

advantage and proceed with sustainable 

infrastructure initiatives that can  

simultaneously foster new enterprise and 

innovation. These include smarter  

multimodal systems, more ambitious trials 

with electric cars, bike sharing, and smart 

district heating.

• A clearer offer to entrepreneurs and 
growth	firms, combined with a value 

proposition for venture capital, is a  

necessary first step for Turin to retain more 

of its talent. The city would then be well 

placed to become a leader and innovator 

in automated vehicles, battery storage, 

integrated transport technology, and IT  

systems. Given Turin’s potential vulnerability 

to technology change, a programme of 

city-led innovation, increased investment 

in technology, and measures to attract and 

retain creative workers is imperative in  

order for the city to face the future with 

confidence and know-how. 

 Working towards reinventing the city as 

enjoyable and well serviced is likely to be  

a key factor in attracting new residents.  

Further improvements in the quality of life 

are required and need to align with the 

social priorities of the current city  

administration.

• Turin may benefit from smarter  
co-operation with Milan with a  

competitive mindset that would allow it to 

play a clearer set of complementary roles. 

The creation of shared capability and joint 

projects involving institutions across the 

region (e.g., the Politecnicos, Malpensa  

Airport, large firms) may offer one way 

forward, drawing inspiration from Malmö’s 

relationship with Copenhagen and  

Rotterdam’s synergies with Amsterdam.

• Turin should build on the promise of its 
social innovation ecosystem to address 
local challenges (e.g., youth employment, 

inclusion, health, education) and  

demonstrate a model of competitiveness 

that it is able to reach out to all its residents 

and expand access to opportunity across 

the whole income and skills spectrum.
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Across the globe, cities are recognising the 

benefits of working with their neighbours.  

Those benefits include the following:

• avoiding duplication and reducing wasteful 

local competition;

• large numbers of people and businesses 

operating in multiple cities, drawing on  

complementary assets and achieving 

combined scale in terms of housing market, 

knowledge capabilities and visitor offer.

• achieving the scale and productivity  

required to compete with larger places;

• clarifying the respective advantages of  

different places;

• aligning decisions about the locations of 

housing and population growth with wider 

growth planning and infrastructure  

investment; and

• improving their visibility and level of  

recognition in the global marketplace.

Global examples of collaborations between 

cities include San Diego and Tijuana,  

Johannesburg and Pretoria, Toronto and  

Waterloo, the UK’s Northern Powerhouse,  

and the four cities that comprise the Holland  

Metropole. In this section we briefly explore 

three multi-city regions that are seeing the 

benefits of such co-operation: Malmö and 

Copenhagen; Brisbane, the Gold Coast, and  

the Sunshine Coast, Australia; and Dallas and 

Fort Worth, Texas, in the United States.

Malmö and Copenhagen
Malmö and Copenhagen have pursued an infrastructure-led approach to integration over 

the past 20 years. The Øresund Bridge and tunnel connecting the two cities and the region’s 

main airport by road and rail – all within a 40-minute trip – became a catalyst for soft  

collaboration on economic development. 

The region formed the Medicon Valley Alliance – half public, half private – of 300 members 

to promote its international visibility and networks in life sciences.48 This was one of several 

bottom-up economic initiatives that have been more effective than efforts to create a new 

name brand for the region (e.g., Øresund, Greater Copenhagen). 

The initial infrastructure investment to connect the cities was supported by land use  

assembly and management to activate some of the main rail stops in both cities (Ørestad and 

Hyllie) as new hubs. Municipal land use planning became more focused on incorporating  

sustainability and compact growth around those stations.

The rail connection initially was used by people living in Malmö to reach jobs in the larger city 

of Copenhagen. Within a decade, however, Malmö reemerged as the innovation district of the 

region. Business, visitors and other customers became more interested because Malmö  

offered the connectivity, strategically located land, attractive costs, improved placemak-

ing, and environment more conducive to parts of the creative and innovation economy. The 

region’s collaboration and integration have been recognised as helping both cities retain 

multinational firms because of their enhanced access to labour.

Brisbane, the Gold Coast, and the Sunshine Coast
The Australian coastal city of Brisbane has historically grown separately from its wider 

surroundings, even though the area is home to large and rapidly growing second regions 

such as the Gold Coast (population 600,000) and the Sunshine Coast (population 300,000). 

However, in recent years the region has started to collaborate as ‘South East Queensland’ in 

order to protect its amenity and lifestyle advantages and prevent commuter gridlock.  

The local governments for the first time have together developed a long-term (50 years) 

vision, underpinned by a 25-year land use planning framework that emphasises densification 

in the key cities as the region grows towards 5 million people.

The collaboration is allowing Brisbane and its regional cities to 

• position themselves as a “smart region” and a model of “climate-resilient living”;

• advocate more effectively for investment from the federal government, securing a ‘City 

Deal’ for infrastructure;

• establish clear boundaries between the built and natural environments and start properly 

protecting biodiversity and green space; and

• engage their residents with a more optimistic narrative about the future.

The	promise	of	regional	collaboration:	Three	international	examples
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Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas
Located nearly 60 kilometres apart, Dallas and Fort Worth used to have an antagonistic relationship. But for 15 years the two cities have developed 

a much more integrated approach, catalysed by specific projects. The 7 million-population region spans 13 counties and more than 60 towns and 

small cities, but the growth of the airport in the centre of the region helped galvanise regional collaboration.

Though the informal name ‘Metroplex’ for the region is widely used by the public, both cities maintain their unique identities and pursue separate 

economic strategies: Dallas hosts corporate headquarters, professional services, finance, and insurance, whereas Fort Worth specialises in logistics, 

medicine, aerospace, and transport innovation.

The Dallas Regional Chamber, which spans the two cities, was established in 2008, and has used the growth of the regional airport to attract  

more headquarters and middle-market companies, as well as promote the region for its pro-growth business climate and sustainable infrastructure. 

170 of its firms put money into the Tomorrow Fund for small, high-priority projects. The chamber has played an important role in aligning both cities 

in an effort to attract millennial talent.

The region also has the North Central Texas Council of Governments, a planning body that uses all of its funding authority to pool tolling, motorway 

funds, local transport revenues, and national funds to  develop regional solutions to common problems based on rigorous evidence. It blends its 

funds to engage in public/private partnerships that address air quality concerns and create mixed-use locations.49 This is important in managing 

growth: in 2016, Dallas-Fort Worth became the fastest-growing region in the United States and overtook Houston to become the tenth-largest  

metro economy in the world.

Collaboration between cities of this kind takes 

a long time to fully develop, usually decades, 

and can involve stops and starts. It is common 

in the first cycle of regional partnership for the 

larger city to benefit from corporate  

consolidation. Then in the next cycle, innovation 

strongly emerges in the second and third cities 

because it is crowded out in the biggest city. 

The smaller cities attract more young talent 

looking for affordable homes, and a variety of 

specialisations tend to take off.

Few regional collaborations take off because  

of strong leadership from higher tiers of  

government or because a shared governance 

apparatus is created. Instead, they succeed 

by finding the points of influence, adopting a 

clear communications strategy, and identifying 

champions for collaboration. Later, a  

mechanism to lead on harder questions of  

land use, specialisation, and population  

management is developed. 

Conclusion
Milan and Turin are well placed to  

develop their role in the European system 

of cities. To make the most of their  

opportunity, Milan and Turin should rely 

on their leaders in the civic and private 

sectors – including universities, research 

centres, airports, exhibition centres, 

landowners and developers, and other 

leaders and institutions – to identify  

catalysts, assemble projects, build  

alliances, and create momentum. At the 

same time, both cities would benefit from 

exploring greater inter-city collaboration 

and complementary approaches,  

including defining their sectoral 

strengths, mapping the flows of workers, 

firms and innovation, and managing the 

natural and developed space between 

the two cities. A possible joint bid for the 

2026 Winter Olympics may also prompt 

deeper collaboration. This would make 

the whole region a more attractive  

prospect for international investment.
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